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Cette sacrÃ©e gamine), also released as Mam'zelle Pigalle, a 1956 French musical film starring Brigitte Bardot. The film tells the story of Lucy
MÃ¶ller, nicknamed Birdy, known as Corkscrew, who was a brilliant singer, but, having neither special dramatic talent nor special charisma, after
the death of her husband, a despotic alcoholic pimp, was forced to leave. She has a great future, but her mother and two sisters decide to leave her.
One of the heroines of the film is Maria-Paul-Marie de Courrelle, who, being alone with her story (in the original "Quelle mystere"), with the help of
a friend (young actress Suzanne Freunds ) is trying to conquer his pain. In the film, for the first time, the Russian cinematographer, People's Artist of
Russia Viktor Suvorov appears. The second and third films in the series: Mam 'zelo Ecriveurs (Mam 'elo pigalle Ecrivains / Mam pigale moderne)
and L'astrea (L'astraire) - the "silver age" of French musical cinema. The film is a continuation of the Little Manka saga. Charlotte BrontÃ«, author
of Jane Eyre, chose an exotic setting for her favorite novel. The mystical symbolism of an exotic location in Anguilla inspired the creation of a pirate
French-speaking channel Viva Canal (Latin America), which broadcasts news about Anguilla, different people and events taking place in the
country. Kelly Brook is a famous American fashion model who fell into a tragic love web for singer Louis Primo, a singer who died of AIDS in 1990
at the age of 28. The main character leaves her mother and sisters, ending up in Paris. In search of work, she turns to her best friend (soprano Sophie
Dressler), but she refuses. The desire to help the mother has led to the fact that the older sister is forced to leave her mother in a crisis. The premiere
took place on October 23, 1997 in Cannes, the film was released in July 1998. In Russia and several CIS countries, the film was released on DVD in
2004, on VHS in 1998 and on BD in 1998[
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